EC – DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

Manufacturer: E.D. Bullard Co.
1898 Safety Way
Cynthiana, KY 41031
USA

Authorized Representative in the European Community:
Bullard Gmbh
Lilienthalstrasse 12
53424 Remagen
Germany

I hereby declare that the product described below, conforms to the following standards:

Respiratory Protective Devices
Powered filtering devices incorporating a helmet or a hood

Product Description:

EVA Powered Air Purifying Respirator, Class TH3 except where stated otherwise, comprised of:
EVA1 – PAPR blower and belt
PA1BT - Breathing tube, S, or M or L
EVABAT1 – Rechargeable lithium polymer battery 16.5 VDC
EVASMC – Battery charger for the EVABAT1

The following hood top options are TH3:

RT3
RT4
20TIC
20SIC
20LFL
20LFM
20LF2L
20LF2M
20LF2S
The following hood top options with hard hat are TH2:

20TICH Hood w/hardhat
20SICH Hood w/hardhat
20SICVH Hood w/hardhat

Filters:
PAPRFC3 – HEPA – Classification P3 S L
PAPRFC4 Combined Filter – Classification A2 P3 S L

This product is certified by:
INSPEC International Ltd
56 Leslie Hough Way
Salford, Greater Manchester, M6 6AJ, UK
Certificate Number EC 2248

Signed: [Signature]
Director of Product Development

Date: 23 December, 2011